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ABSTRACT: Fundamental understanding of self-organization and integration of biomaterials on semiconductors is essential to the development of biological electronic devices. While formation of supramolecular structures by hydrogen bonding and/or electrostatic forces appears common on metal surfaces, the availability of dangling bonds on semiconductor surfaces introduces new bonding mechanisms that could disrupt the self-organization of basic biomolecules. Here, we demonstrate self-organization of L-methionine on Si(111)7×7 at room temperature into a Y-shaped trimer, as the first “perfect-match” supported cluster reported to date. The Y trimer is found to be securely attached within the 7×7 half unit cell and is driven by intralayer hydrogen bonding among the unattached carboxylic acid groups in a ring configuration. Its unique cluster structure is verified by ultra-large-scale density functional theory calculations with van der Waals corrections. The Y trimer (key) offers a remarkably stable “lock-and-key” fit to the 7×7 unit cell (lock) for biofunctionalization and molecular templating.

INTRODUCTION

Basic interactions of various types of organic molecules with semiconductor surfaces have attracted much attention in the past two decades. This has led to a wide range of applications in the design and fabrication of hybrid organic–inorganic electronic devices, particularly in the functionalization and molecular processing of silicon substrates. With the availability of a wide variety of functional groups, organic molecules offer not only powerful chemical and physical properties but also potential biological functionality. Of all the semiconductors, silicon is the best known substrate for the design and fabrication of hybrid organic–inorganic electronic devices because of its unique electronic properties and surface reactions but also surface-mediated intermolecular processes such as molecular self-organization.

Based on STM observation of organic molecules (with different functional groups) chemisorbed on both the nucleophilic and electrophilic sites of the 7×7 surface, the molecule–surface interactions can be categorized into four general types of reactions: (a) [2+2]-like cycloaddition or di-σ binding, (b) [4+2]-like or Diels–Alder cycloaddition, (c) covalent attachment via dissociative chemisorption, and (d) formation of di-functional adducts. Early STM studies of acetylene and ethylene adsorption showed a [2+2]-like product di-σ bonded on a pair of adjacent Si adatom-restatom sites. Similarly, quad-σ bonded products on two neighboring pairs of adjacent adatom-restatom sites were found for several aliphatic dienes, including 1,6-heptadiene, 1,7-octadiene and 1,13-tetradecadiene. These [4+2] cycloaddition products have also been observed for unsaturated hydrocarbon (1,3-butadiene) at adatom–adatom pairs, and for aromatic hydrocarbons, aromatic heterocycles (thiophene, and toluene), and DNA base (thymine) at adjacent adatom-restatom pairs. These STM studies showed that the center adatom was more reactive with these organic molecules than the corner adatom. Moreover, a wide range of covalent attachments, from nitroxyl free radicals, aromatic molecules (pyrrole, naphthalene, tetraacene, and pentacene), and amines (dimethylamine) to benchmark amino acids (glycine, alanine, and cysteine) and peptide (glycylglycine), have also been investigated by STM. These molecules were found to react with adjacent adatom-restatom pairs, usually with the dissociated hydrogen atom bonded at a nearby restatom site. Finally, STM studies showed that donating the lone-pair charge density of the N...
atom in one of DNA bases (adenine\textsuperscript{26}) and amines (trimethylamine\textsuperscript{23}) to the Si atom could lead to long-range dative bonding. In addition to direct bonding of the aforementioned neutral organic moieties to various Si surface sites, adsorption and nanoscale patterning of zwitterionic molecular films on the Si(111)\textsuperscript{7×7} surface has also been reported.\textsuperscript{27}

Of all the organic and biological molecules, amino acids represent the building blocks of proteins and peptides. Understanding their adsorption on and interactions with semiconductor surfaces enables the use of biofunctionalization to convert a potentially hostile inorganic surface, such as silicon, to a more biologically friendly substrate. Such biofunctionalization is important because it is often the first step in building a biocatalyst or biodevice. Of the 20 amino acids, methionine (\text{\text{COOH}_3HNNCH(CH_3)_2CH_2SCH_3}) is one of two sulfur-containing aliphatic amino acids. Methionine contains a terminal thiol ether (\text{\text{CH}_2SCH}_3) group, unlike the other sulfur-containing amino acid, cysteine, that contains a thiol (\text{\text{SH}}) group. As an essential amino acid, methionine plays several important roles in cell metabolism in the human body, and an abnormal level of methionine could indirectly cause a variety of health problems. Methionine, as an essential amino acid, is part of biocatalysts and biodevices. Of the 20 amino acids, methionine plays several important roles in cell metabolism in the human body, and an abnormal level of methionine could indirectly cause a variety of health problems.

\section*{METHODS}

The experiments were carried out in a custom-built, five-chamber ultrahigh vacuum system (Omicron Nanotechnology, Inc.), with a base pressure better than 2\texttimes10\textsuperscript{−11} mbar, equipped with a variable-temperature scanning probe microscope for atomic-resolution STM imaging and a X-ray photoelectron spectrometer for chemical-state analysis. Details of the experiments and the system have been described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{34} Briefly, a single-side-polished n-type Si(111) chip (11×2 mm\textsuperscript{2}, 0.3 mm thick, with a resistivity of 0.005 Ω cm) was flash-annealed at \text{\text{1473 K}} for 10 s by direct-current resistive heating, after thoroughly outgassed at 673 K overnight. The resulting contaminant-free Si(111)\textsuperscript{7×7} surface was verified in situ by STM and XPS. In the organic molecular beam epitaxy chamber, the \text{\text{7×7}} surface held at room temperature was exposed to \text{\text{l}}-methionine vaporized from its powder (99.5\% purity, Fluka), with a normal melting point at 550 K, in a low-temperature organic effusion cell (Dr. Ebert, MBE-Komponenten GmbH) held at 403 K.\textsuperscript{35} The chamber pressure during deposition was 2\texttimes10\textsuperscript{−9} mbar and the methionine powder has been outgassed thoroughly overnight at 373 K. The absolute coverage of methionine was determined directly from the STM images for low exposure, for which the 7×7 registry remained visible. We counted the numbers of methionine adspecies in the STM images at these low exposures and estimated the methionine surface number density, assuming the surface number density of the substrate to be that of an unreconstructed Si(111) surface [i.e., 7.83\times10\textsuperscript{14} atoms/cm\textsuperscript{2} for 1 monolayer (ML)]. The molecular identity and integrity of the methionine molecules during exposure were verified in situ by using a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Stanford Research Systems, RGA-300) and the corresponding mass spectrum was found to be in good accord with the literature.\textsuperscript{36} All STM measurements were performed at room temperature in a constant tunneling current mode using an atomically sharp W tip obtained by electrochemical etching.
The DFT-D2 calculations\textsuperscript{37} were based on the exchange-correlation functional and projector augmented-wave (PAW) potentials,\textsuperscript{38,39} with the inclusion of van der Waals interactions. Full structural optimization using the generalized gradient approximation,\textsuperscript{40,41} as defined by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE),\textsuperscript{42} was performed for L-methionine molecules adsorbed on a model Si(111)\texttimes7 surface as represented by a Si\textsubscript{200}H\textsubscript{49} slab using the dimer-adatom-stacking fault (DAS) model.\textsuperscript{3,43} All five layers of Si atoms and all of the methionine molecules were relaxed until the total residual force was below 0.01 eV/Å using the conjugate-gradient algorithm. The Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP, version 5.3.3)\textsuperscript{44−46} with the MedeA platform (Materials Design) was used to implement the calculations.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In our recent X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) study on L-methionine on the Si(111)\texttimes7 surface (Supporting Information, Figure S1), we observe N−H dissociative adsorption of a methionine molecule through a dehydrogenated amino group, producing a unidentately N-bonded adspecies (along with a dissociated H atom) in the interfacial layer (the first adlayer). To further investigate specific adsorption geometries of methionine on various 7\texttimes7 sites, we conduct STM studies for the early growth stage of the methionine clusters on Si(111)\texttimes7. (a) Filled-state and (b) empty-state STM images (35\times35 nm\textsuperscript{2}) for 0.01 ML coverage of L-methionine on Si(111)\texttimes7 obtained with sample bias of −1.7 and +1.7 V, respectively, and a tunneling current of 0.2 nA; and magnified views (6\times5 nm\textsuperscript{2}) of filled-state images for (c) monomer “delta” dark depression features, (d) dimer “oval” dark depression feature, and (e) trimer “Y” dark depression feature, along with their corresponding empty-state images shown in (f), (g), and (h), respectively. The locations of the dissociated H atoms are marked by crosses in (c) and (d). In (a) and (b), the unit cells containing methionine monomers and dimers are marked by light cyan and green diamonds, respectively, while the faulted and unfaulted half unit cells containing the trimers are marked by light magenta up and down triangles, respectively.

Figure 1. Self-organization of methionine clusters on Si(111)\texttimes7. (a) Filled-state and (b) empty-state STM images (35\times35 nm\textsuperscript{2}) for 0.01 ML coverage of L-methionine on Si(111)\texttimes7 obtained with sample bias of −1.7 and +1.7 V, respectively, and a tunneling current of 0.2 nA; and magnified views (6\times5 nm\textsuperscript{2}) of filled-state images for (c) monomer “delta” dark depression features, (d) dimer “oval” dark depression feature, and (e) trimer “Y” dark depression feature, along with their corresponding empty-state images shown in (f), (g), and (h), respectively. The locations of the dissociated H atoms are marked by crosses in (c) and (d). In (a) and (b), the unit cells containing methionine monomers and dimers are marked by light cyan and green diamonds, respectively, while the faulted and unfaulted half unit cells containing the trimers are marked by light magenta up and down triangles, respectively.
interfacial layer. Figure 1 shows the filled-state and empty-state STM images (35×35 nm²) collected, respectively, at ~1.7 and +1.7 V sample bias with a 0.2 nA tunneling current, for a 0.01 ML coverage (corresponding to a 5 x 5 exposure) of methionine on Si(111)7×7 at room temperature. Three dark depression features with “delta”, “oval”, and “Y” shapes can be identified on the 7×7 surface registry from the filled-state image (Figure 1a).

Dark depression features usually correspond to saturation of the dangling bond sites in a similar way as adsorbed organic molecules such as multicyclic aromatic molecules or long-chain dienes.8,19–21 Figure 1c shows that there are two distinct delta features for the darkest depression within a half unit cell, each with a less dark depression feature on the other (complementary) half unit cell. We attribute the first delta feature M1 to a monomer localized at a center adatom (denoted as CA here) entirely within a half unit cell, the presence of which causes the intensity depression at the center adatom across the dimer wall. The brighter appearance of the center adatom and corner adatom (denoted as AA here) on the left of the delta feature is due to reverse charge transfer from the restatom (denoted as RA here) at which adsorption of the dissociated H atom occurs. The second delta feature M2 can be assigned to a monomer bonded to a center adatom with part of the adspecies overhanging the dimer wall. The overhanging moiety undergoes long-range interaction with the center adatom across the dimer wall, which causes the observed depression in the adjacent half unit cell (that appears darker than the corresponding depression for M1). Similarly, the brighter center adatom and corner adatom on the right side of the M2 delta feature is caused by adsorption of the dissociated H atom at the restatom. Evidently, the corresponding empty-state image (Figure 1f) shows a “A-shaped” depression feature (a missing bright spot) at the center adatom for both M1 and M2 delta depression features (Figure 1c). The localization of the A-shaped empty-state feature at a single center adatom site (Figure 1f) confirms the covalent bonding interaction from a single methionine monomer adspecies. These two features, M1 and M2, are found on both faulted and un faulted half unit cells, with the faulted half unit cell being more populated than the un faulted half unit cell by these monomer features (Figure 1a).

The oval depression feature shown in Figure 1d may be considered as an overlap of two M1 delta features, each located at the adjacent center adatom across the dimer wall in the unit cell. We can also identify the adsorption sites of the dissociated H atoms at the two restatoms next to the respective pairs of brighter protrusions at the center adatom and corner adatom. The corresponding empty-state image (Figure 1g) also shows an oval-shaped depression (located at the two center adatom sites) surrounded by eight equally bright protrusions at neighboring adatom sites. These oval features can therefore be attributed to methionine dimer consisting of two monomers unidentately bonded at center adatoms, likely in the M1 configuration, in adjacent half unit cells.

Similarly, the filled-state Y depression feature shown in Figure 1e can be regarded as a combination of three M2 delta features, each located at the center adatom of a half unit cell. The discernibly minor intensity reduction at the center adatom across the dimer wall in the adjacent half unit cell is consistent with part of the monomer moiety “overhanging” on the other side of the dimer wall. In the corresponding empty-state image (Figure 1h), a large bright protrusion at the center of the half unit cell is connected to three smaller bright protrusions at the apexes of the half unit cell, forming a three-point-star configuration within the half unit cell. The 3-fold symmetry of both the filled-state and empty-state images indicates the presence of three methionine molecules symmetrically organized in the form of a trimer, located at the center of the half unit cell. As expected, the population of the oval (dimer) features is found to be generally less than the monomer features. Interestingly, the population for the Y (trimer) features is larger than that of the dimer features but less than that of the monomer features, which suggests that the observed anomalous stability could result from the formation of trimer. In the aforementioned STM studies reported to date, only a random distribution of chainlike horseshoe arrangements has been found for cyclic aromatic molecules (benzene, toluene, thiophene, pyrrole, and naphthalene) on various adatom sites and for large diene molecules (1,7-octadiene and 1,13-tetradecadiene) on pairs of various adatom sites. Moreover, amino acids and DNA bases with capability to form intermolecular hydrogen-bonding are found to arrange in higher-order multimer horseshoe configurations (cysteine), dimer configurations (glycine), and self-alignment dimer chains (adenine). Recently, the adsorption of a synthesized molecule [4-methoxy-N-(3-sulfonatopropyl) pyridinium] has also been reported to form a triangular trimolecule nanostructure that is bound electrostatically through the S atoms to three restatom sites in a 7×7 half unit cell.27 DFT calculations further suggest that the interaction between 4-methoxy-N-(3-sulfonatopropyl) pyridinium (considered as a model zwitterion) and the substrate is driven by electrostatic forces. These weak interactions are consistent with the low desorption temperature of these triangular nanostructures of ~375 K. In contrast, the methionine Y trimers are found to be considerably more stable and stay on the surface until 550 K (Supporting Information, Figure S2). This unusual stability is due to the formation of N–Si bonds in the adsorbed methionine moieties of the trimer and is not found in any of the previously reported self-assembled zwitterionic nanostructures. More importantly, the trimer appears to be dimensionally commensurate with the 7×7 half unit cell. Together with the anomalous stability, the geometrical commensurability with the half unit cell makes the methionine trimer the first “perfect-match” supported cluster observed to date. Furthermore, this is also the first observation of a hybrid organic–inorganic lock-and-key system, where the Y trimer (key) fits perfectly with the 7×7 half unit cell (lock).

While free methionine monomers, dimers, and trimers are chiral, we have not observed the mirror image of the other reflected Y-shaped trimer (in a mirror plane on the other half unit cell). The only example of chirality on Si(111)7×7 surface at room temperature is the self-assembled structures of zwitterionic organic dipoles [4-methoxy-4′-(3-sulfonatopropyl) stilbazolium (MSPS)].27 The two observed weak interactions involve very small electronic transfers from the sulfonato groups to the corner adatoms and from the methoxy moieties to Si atoms, which suggests that there is no direct bond formation between any single oxygen atom and a silicon adatom. These weak interactions lead to self-assembly of three MSPS molecules (3-fold star) on the faulted half unit cell and to that of a mirror image of the other reflected three MSPS molecules in a mirror plane on the other half unit cell. This means that the 3-fold stars are chiral, even though free MSPS molecule is achiral. In the case of adsorption of methionine on Si(111)7×7, there is strong covalent interaction, instead of (weak) electrostatic interaction, between the adsorbed methionine and Si surface. The formation of other enantiomers
of Y-shaped trimer by clockwise or anticlockwise folding is not observed for the current coverage of methionine (0.01 ML).

A statistical analysis of multiple STM images obtained from different areas (for example, of approximately 165 7×7 unit cells, including both unpopulated 7×7 unit cells and populated 7×7 unit cells by monomers, dimers, and trimers features) shows that there are more depression features at the center adatoms (with 10% occupancy of all the center adatom sites) than the corner adatoms (0%) and on the faulted half unit cell (21%) than the unfauluted half unit cell (15%). In the 7×7 reconstruction, the restatom and corner-hole sites have a −1 formal charge each, while the formal charge of the adatom site is +7/12. Since each center adatom is surrounded by two restatoms instead of only one restatom for the corner adatom, the electron density of the center adatom is therefore lower than the corner adatom. Consequently, the higher reactivity of the center adatom than the corner adatom accounts for the observed higher occupancy of all features at the center adatom sites. Similarly, the higher electrophilicity of the adatom sites on the faulted half unit cell than that on the unfauluted half unit cell may explain the observed greater occupancy on the faulted half unit cell.

To further investigate the nature and orientation of the methionine adspecies on specific 7×7 sites, we evaluate the corresponding line profiles of the local density of states (LDOS) of a delta, an oval, and a Y feature (Supporting Information, Figure S3). The LDOS profiles reveal that (a) reacted center adatom (CA′, where a prime is used here to designate Si atoms in the unfaulted half unit cell) in the reacted half unit cell can no longer be seen because of saturation of the dangling bond with the anchored methionine adspecies; and (b) the adsorption of the dissociated H atom at the restatom site in the reacted half unit cell may cause a reverse charge transfer from RA′ back to the surrounding adatoms (Supporting Information, Figure S3a). To determine plausible adsorption geometries for the M1 and M2 delta features and to understand the nature of the interactions between the methionine monomer adspecies and the surface, we conduct large-scale DFT-D2 calculations. Our recent XPS study of methionine adsorption on Si(111)7×7 has shown that methionine undergoes N–H dissociative adsorption on the 7×7 surface, resulting in N–Si bond formation through the dehydrogenated amino group (Supporting Information, Figure S1). We therefore put an isolated dehydrogenated methionine molecule on various “test” combinations of selected 7×7 sites (e.g., CA and AA in both faulted and unfauluted half unit cells, and also across the dimer wall), with the dissociated H atom located appropriately at a nearest restatom site. Optimized equilibrium geometries and their corresponding adsorption energies are then obtained from the DFT-D2 calculations (Supporting Information, Figure S4). As a methionine adspecies could adopt a wide variety of orientations with respect to the 7×7 surface site registry, a selection of the most stable adsorption configurations over a total of 20 test configurations is made on the basis of their optimized total energies. Among the calculated adsorption configurations that involve bonding through the dehydrogenated amino group with the rest overhanging across the dimer wall, the geometry with the S atom closest to the CA′ site across the dimer wall (Figure S4a1, with a separation of 2.55 Å between S and Si adatom) is 0.189 and 0.335 eV more stable than that with the molecular plane (the plane containing the C–S–C backbone) near parallel (Figure S4a2, with a S-to-CA′ separation of 4.26 Å) and near perpendicular to the Si adatom surface plane (Figure S4a3, with a S-to-CA′ separation of 5.12 Å), respectively. For other unidentate configurations that involve methionine adspecies bonding completely within a half unit cell, the configuration with the S atom atop of the Si restatom gives the most stable geometry (Figure S4b1, with a separation of 2.33 Å between S and Si restatom), with its adsorption energy 0.224 eV lower than the unidentate configuration across the dimer wall (Figure S4a1). Among the calculated adsorption configurations considered here, the geometry with the S atom closest to a Si adatom or restatom (Figure S4), that is, with the shortest S-to-CA′, S-to-CA, or S-to-RA separation, is found to be more stable than other configurations.

For the M1 delta depression feature (Figure 2a), our large-scale DFT-D2 calculation therefore shows that the most favorable adsorption configuration of methionine monomer adspecies within a half unit cell corresponds to a dehydrogenated methionine N-bonded to the center adatom with its S

![Figure 2. DFT-D2 equilibrium configurations of methionine adspecies on Si(111)7×7. Overlays of the most stable equilibrium configurations of methionine adspecies obtained by DFT-D2 calculations on (a) M1 and (b) M2 “delta”, (c) “oval”, and (d) “Y-shaped” dark depression features of the STM filled-state images. For clarity, only the topmost Si layer is shown. Reacted Si center adatoms and restatoms are highlighted by larger yellow and green circles, respectively.](Image 324x33 to 564x539)
atom undertaking long-range interaction with a restatom through the lone-pair electrons, along with the dissociated H atom on the other restatom site in the same half unit cell (Figure S4b1). The M2 delta depression feature (Figure 2b) then corresponds to the second most stable configuration (Figure S4a1), which involves a dehydrogenated methionine N-bonded to a center adatom in a half unit cell with long-range interaction between the S atom and a center adatom in an adjacent half unit cell across the dimer wall, along with the dissociated H atom on a restatom in the first half unit cell. This overhang of the M2 configuration over the adjacent half unit cell (Figure 2b) accounts for the discernibly darker depression in the adjacent half unit cell when compared with the M1 configuration (Figure 2a). Our previous STM and XPS studies on l-cysteine adsorption on Si(111)7×7 at a very low coverage have supported dissociative adsorption via the amino and thiol functional groups to form a bidentate adsorption configuration across the dimer wall. Unlike cysteine, dissociative adsorption via the –CH₂–S–CH₃ group in methionine is not possible (Supporting Information, Figure S1). The S atom in methionine could, however, still be sufficiently nucleophilic to exert long-range interaction with an electrophilic site (such as CA). Although the calculated adsorption energy for the M1 configuration located at the corner adatom (−5.544 eV, Figure S4b5) is only slightly less negative than that located at the center adatom (−5.573 eV, Figure S4b1) but is discernibly more negative than the M2 configuration (−5.349 eV, Figure S4a1), we do not observe any M1-like or M2-like delta features located at a corner adatom (for this early growth stage) by STM. The higher electron charge of the center adatom than the corner adatom makes the center adatom more reactive and therefore provides a “kinetically favored” mechanism for the initial adsorption.

For the oval depression feature that covers two center adatom sites across the dimer wall (Supporting Information, Figure S3b), the LDOS line profile of the reacted unit cell clearly shows missing LDOS at the CA and CA’ sites, with the dissociated H atoms adsorbed on the respective nearest RA and RA’ sites. Our DFT-D2 calculation for the oval feature shows that the most stable dimer corresponds to adsorption of two dehydrogenated methionine adspecies at adjacent CA and CA’ sites across the dimer wall (Figure S5b). This dimer is formed by a single O···H−O H-bond between two vicinal carboxylic acid groups of two dehydrogenated methionine adspecies. Interestingly, a slightly more stable calculated dimer configuration, consisting of two dehydrogenated methionine at CA and AA’ sites diagonally across the dimer wall and held together by two O···H−O H-bonds (Figure S5a), is not supported by our STM data. This is consistent with our hypothesis that the lower electron charge at the corner adatom than the center adatom makes the corner adatom less reactive and therefore less kinetically favored for the initial adsorption. An overlay of the most probable dimer structure on the oval feature is shown in Figure 2c.

The LDOS profiles for the Y feature illustrate deficit at the CA’ sites of the reacted half unit cell, each with a dissociated H atom adsorbed at an adjacent RA’ site, which causes a reverse charge transfer from RA’ back to a neighboring CA’ site (Supporting Information, Figure S3c). Our ultra-large-scale DFT-D2 calculations suggest trimer formation of methionine adspecies within the unfaulted half unit cell. Unlike the calculations for the monomer and dimer features where we use only one Si200H49 slab, we employ a supercell of four Si200H49 slabs, that is, a Si100H196 cluster, as a model for the 7×7 surface, and then strategically position three methionine adspecies and their corresponding dissociated H atoms at the respective CA’ and RA’ sites. The present ultra-large-scale calculation involving over 1000 atoms therefore represents the largest quantum simulation reported for this surface to date, and it provides us with a reliable, precise quantum-mechanical platform to investigate site-specific chemistry of important proteinogenic biomolecules on the 7×7 surface for the first time. Each methionine adspecies is covalently N-bonded to the Si center adatom site through the dehydrogenated amino group, with the carboxylic acid group pointing toward the center of the half unit cell and the thiol ether group toward the dimer wall (Figure S6, Supporting Information). Interestingly, this molecular orientation is in marked contrast to the M1 monomer (Figure 2a) and dimer adsorption configurations (Figure 2c), in which the carboxylic acid group is pointed toward the dimer wall and the thiol ether group toward the center. It is compelling to suggest that the combination of three M2 monomers (with the surface orientation opposite in alignment to that of M1, Figure 2b) in a single half unit cell leads to the formation of the Y trimer (Figure 2d). With the free carboxylic acid groups of three methionine adspecies pointing toward the center of the half unit cell, formation of triple O···H−O hydrogen bonding is possible. This enables the creation of a cyclic ring structure that significantly stabilizes the adsorption geometry. Remarkably, the cyclic ring structure appears to be commensurate and in near-perfect registry with the 7×7 half unit cell. Figure 2d shows the excellent match of an overlay of this calculated configuration of methionine trimer in the 7×7 half unit cell with the corresponding STM image.

### CONCLUSIONS

Methionine chemisorbed on Si(111)7×7 at room temperature under ultrahigh vacuum condition has been studied by combining high-resolution STM images (and XPS results) with large-scale DFT-D2 calculations. Both filled-state and empty-state STM images reveal surface clustering of monomers (delta features) to dimer (oval feature) and trimer (Y feature) at very low methionine coverage. Large-scale DFT-D2 calculations attribute the two delta features to coexistence of two N−Si bonded monomer configurations within a half unit cell on CA (M1) and with overhang across the dimer wall on CA’ (M2), along with the respective dissociated H atoms located on RA and RA’ sites. A dimer configuration of two methionine adspecies across the dimer wall containing a single O···H−O H-bond between two vicinal carboxylic acid groups corresponds to the oval feature. The Y feature corresponds to a methionine trimer formed with three methionine adspecies in a ring configuration within a 7×7 half unit cell. This is an important result, because not only is this covalently anchored methionine Y trimer observed for the first time, this supported methionine Y trimer also appears to be geometrically and dimensionally in near-perfect match with the surface registry of the 7×7 half unit cell. We also employ the largest DFT-D2 calculations reported to date, which involve over 1000 atoms, as the new quantum-mechanical platform to model this Y trimer and other supported clusters on the 7×7 surface. Our ultra-large-scale DFT-D2 calculation shows that the Y trimer is driven by the formation of three O···H−O hydrogen bonds, in a ring configuration, among the unattached carboxylic acid groups from three methionine adspecies that are covalently attached to the Si center adatom sites via the N−Si bond. In
marked contrast to the zwitterionic structures reported for other molecules, the unique combination of covalent and hydrogen bonding in this configuration accounts for the anomalous stability of the trimer (up to 550 K). Figure 3 shows a model of Y trimers supported on Si(111)7×7 surface envisioned for plausible applications: (a) as a hybrid organic–inorganic lock-and-key system, where the Y trimer (key) fits perfectly with the 7×7 half unit cell (lock) to provide biopassivation of the center adatom sites; (b) as a molecular mask for nanopatterning to block the highly reactive Si center adatom sites, thus allowing the corner adatom sites to react selectively with other adspecies, and (c) as a recyclable molecular trap by breaking the hydrogen bonding above 373 K to free the carboxylic acid groups to catch-and-release other molecules at appropriate temperature. Fundamental studies of site-specific interfacial chemistry, including molecular orientation and self-organization, of methionine adspecies on the Si(111)7×7 surface are therefore useful not only to understanding the growth of component biomolecules into organized nanoarchitectures at the molecular level but also to design of biosensors, drug delivery carriers, and bioinspired nanosystems and appliances.
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